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In 1979, the classic bestseller Son Rise was converted to an award-winning NBC television
unique, which includes been viewed by 300 million people worldwide. Today, Son Rise: The
Miracle Continues presents not merely the expanded and updated journal of Barry and Samahria
Kaufman's successful effort to attain their "unreachable" kid but will go beyond to add a
sensitive portrayal of how that singular event has turned into a world-wide phenomenon.When
their son Raun was a year old, he begun to withdraw from human get in touch with.Component III
of the book highlights the moving stories of five families who all, guided by the Kaufmans and
the Son-Rise Program, have created "Q.rebirths" By age three . 5, Raun was working above his
age group level — Today, he displays no trace of his former condition. a shiny and curious little
person. Professionals offered no hope and advised institutionalizing him. For quite some time
they caused Raun in an application of their own design, based on unconditional love and
acceptance. The story of the Kaufmans' experience to this point makes up Part I of Child Rise:
The Miracle Continues.Part II continues Raun's story and describes the intervening years as the
Kaufmans offered hope and healing to thousands of households with special-needs children. At
age twenty, Raun attended a top university, and shown a near-genius I.Q. Barry and Samahria
refused to simply accept this prognosis. Diagnosed simply because autistic, Raun tested with an
I. of under 30. for their own special children.
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. I could easily read and know very well what the writer was communicating, so I appreciated the
writing design. This is such a difficult subject to read about. Maybe a reader is usually in denial
and the features shared of the autism spectrum gets it right within their face if the youngster has
the same features. Or, probably the reader has recently broken through the denial, and has
grieved the loss of targets of the child's independent future being a productive member of
society. This reserve gives hope---that this grief could possibly be the only destroyer of the
parental dreams and objectives for their kid. There's hope the journey will make whatever the end
result a loving family of close connections, content in their lives together. Lifestyle changing for
a parent of an autistic child! Finding this publication was area of the beginning of my very own
journey.!. The mom in the movie was teaching a little kid that was rocking backwards and
forwards. Who knew that was a true story and that the child later graduated from Brown
University? Now I have an autistic kid of my very own.! His affection has also increased and his
usage of speech for communication. Unforgettable and life changing. With love all things are
possible. autistic little boy i can say this is certainly a beautiful book with infinity ways help us to
open up our . I have removed my son from a community school-based preschool. The institution
wanted him to utilize the picture method rather than language. Most importantly I now I have
expect my son's future. Thank you Barry and Samahria Kaufman for paving just how. very fast
service. This book is actually magical. This tale is remarkable and led us to choose Son-RIse for
our child. Thank you to the Kaufman's for sharing their story decades ago and offering this
learning opportunity for all parents with children who've special needs. This publication is a must-
read. It'll open your eyes to what is possible for your child.Hope I chose this rating for many
reasons. I vaguely remember watching part of this movie simply because a child. K is a bit to
wordy and flowery (like he's writing prose) for a basic historical event. I am just a few weeks into
my own Son-Rise program, but my son's vision contact has significantly improved. You are
Angels!. As a mother or father of an autistic little boy i could state this is a lovely book with
infinity methods help us to open up our eyes and trying a fresh approach at the autism globe. A
must read Very moving. Will change your lifestyle especially if you have an "oh woes is me
personally" mentality. I desire I had browse this book first thing upon receiving my sons ASD
analysis. Love the story Love the story, like the narrative. Some occasions Mr.. Thanks to Wayne
once again for another great and inspiring book to read. Right now I teach him in the home for
hours every day. Well worth the read. It isn't always easy. Should read. Everyone. Thank you so
much to the Kaufman family.. Was recommended by Dr. Wayne Dyer. Overall the reserve events
these parents went through are amazing and inspirational. Will certainly recommend to everyone
I understand to read. Truly uplifting, and every parent with an autistic kid should read it! Gives a
very good perspective Five Stars as described very satisfied.. Gorgeous book and story!..very
satisfied... An amazing publication that inspires positivity as opposed to negativity An amazing
publication that inspires positivity instead of negativity. Provides very good perspective Very
insightful and helpful.!! It is a great book Very informative and well crafted.
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